
Joaquin Phoenix’s visceral performance as the down-
trodden street clown who transforms into the “Joker”
was hailed by critics as “sensational” and “unnerving”

on Saturday, as his pitch-black supervillain origin story
premiered at the Venice film festival.   Phoenix reimagines
one of cinema’s most recognizable villains in the film, with
the story of Arthur Fleck, a vulnerable loner struggling to
survive in the rage-scorched streets of Gotham.  Todd
Phillips, known for frat house comedies including the
“Hangover” trilogy and “Road Trip”, set the film in the
1970s as a nod to the brooding cinematic character studies
of the time, like “Taxi Driver” and “The King of Comedy”.

Instantly identifiable for his green shock of hair, white
face paint and unnaturally stretched grin, the Joker has
been played by a host of Hollywood stars including Cesar
Romero, Jack Nicholson and Heath Ledger, who won a
posthumous Oscar for the role in 2009. But Phoenix said
he did not “refer to past iterations” of the character, who
first appeared as a mischievous Batman foe in comics in
the 1940s. 

“The attraction to make this film was that we were
going to approach it in our own way,” he told a news con-

ference on Saturday ahead of the hotly-anticipated film,
which also stars “Taxi Driver” actor Robert De Niro, and is
in competition for the Venice top prize. Phoenix researched
political assassins in his efforts to pin down the elusive
Joker and said he had an idea of a “particular personality, a
particular type”. But the star of “Walk the Line” and “Her”
said he wanted to maintain the freedom of keeping the
character’s volatile personality in the realms of fiction.  “I
didn’t want a psychiatrist to be able to identify” his person-
ality type, said Phoenix.

Fleck is beaten and abused in a garbage-choked city
overrun with “super rats” and bristling with hostility.
Hollywood Reporter said Phoenix was “never-better”.  “...
what’s most noteworthy about this gritty entry in the DC
canon and the lead actor’s sensational performance is the
pathos he brings to a pathetically disenfranchised charac-
ter,” it said in its review. “Just like countless others in a
metropolis in which the social chasm separating the haves
from the have-nots has become a pit of incendiary rage.”   

Screen Daily’s Tim Grierson said the film may not have
the same massive box office success as other comic book
movies, but it predicted “rave reviews for Phoenix’s
unnerving portrayal should entice viewers who are tired of
superhero films but might be open to something a little
more character-driven and psychologically complex”. But
David Ehrlich of Indiewire said that while the film was
“exciting” but raised fears that the sumptuous, sympathetic
portrayal of the descent into violence for a mass-market

was “incendiary”. “It’s going to turn the world upside down
and make us all hysterical in the process. For better or
worse, it’s exactly the movie the Joker would want,” he said.

‘A happy face’ 
Trailers for the movie, viewed more than 80 million

times so far, show Phoenix as Fleck, a vulnerable man
working as a street clown and being a victim himself,
harassed and assaulted on a subway train.  “My mother
always tells me to smile and put on a happy face,” he says.
“She told me I had a purpose to bring laughter and joy to
the world.” Phoenix described the cackle he created for the
character as “something that’s almost painful... It’s a part of
him that is trying to emerge”. “I didn’t think I could do it. I
asked Todd to come over to audition my laugh,” he said,
adding the process was “really uncomfortable”. 

But he said the dramatic weight loss he needed to play
the role was his biggest challenge.  “You really go mad
when you lose that much weight in that amount of time,” he
said. Phillips said the film reflects the “lack of empathy we
were seeing in the world”, but insisted the movie was not
political. Fleck does not want “the world to burn”, he said, a
reference back to a line in one of Christopher Nolan’s
Batman films. “His goal is genuinely to make people laugh
and bring joy to the world and he made a few bad deci-
sions along the way.” — AFP
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(From left) German US actress Zazie Beetz, US actor Joaquin Phoenix, US director Todd Phillips and US producer Emma Tillinger
attend a photocall for the film ‘Joker’ presented in competition during the 76th Venice Film Festival at Venice Lido. — AFP photos

Phoenix’s gritty ‘Joker’ drives critics crazy

(From fifth left) German US actress Zazie Beetz, US actor Joaquin Phoenix and US director Todd Phillips and guests
arrive for the screening of the film “Joker”.

The Joker: Gotham’s
clown prince of crime

From playing-card caricature to diabolical super-
villain, the Joker has been reincarnated by a rosta
of Hollywood stars in his near eight decades on

the mean streets of Gotham, with each era painting its
own mark on the grinning Batman nemesis. The chaos-
loving prankster, with his clown make-up and rictus
grin, first appeared in comic books in 1940 and has
made regular appearances on screen since the 1960s. 

Most famously played by Jack Nicholson and Heath
Ledger, the character has had countless cameos in
everything from television commercials to the Scooby
Doo cartoon.  After years as a supporting part, he
takes centre stage in “Joker”, which premieres
Saturday, with Joaquin Phoenix tracing his tortured
transformation from victim to villain. Here’s a look at
the pop culture evolution of Gotham’s volatile criminal
mastermind:

Drawn from the deck 
The Joker first appeared to battle Batman in 1940,

with slicked green hair, purple suit and a barrage of
bad jokes.  US comic book artist Jerry Robinson is
widely credited with coming up with the idea for Joker,
although Batman creator Bob Kane also said that he
and Bill Finger, the original writer on the series, crafted
the character.     “Villains, I always thought, were more
interesting,” Robinson told the New York Times a year
before his death in 2011.  “I think the name came first:
the Joker. Then I thought of the playing card,” he said.

Clown Prince 
Cesar Romero first brought the Joker to life in a

1960s television series, bringing a gleeful irreverence
to a role that was against type for the actor, who had
previously been known for playing seducers.  The
series was known for its exuberant use of the comic
book style, written sound effects for fight scenes,
with “POW!” and “ZAP!” projected across the
screen as Batman and Robin slugged it out with their
criminal foes.   Romero said in 1992 that he preferred
the lighthearted, cartoon-type version of “Batman”
that he played, describing the popular movie revival
as a “dark and dreary crisis drama-it’s anything but
‘Batman’”. — AFP

Forty years after actress Jean Seberg
died, Kristin Stewart says she wants
to show the world that the star of the

French New Wave should be known for
more than just her short haircut. The 29-
year-old plays the actress in a political
thriller detailing how the FBI targeted
Seberg in the late 1960s because of her
personal and political links to African
American civil rights activist Hakim Jamal.
Seberg began her career as a teenager,
portraying Joan of Arc in Otto Preminger’s
“Saint. Joan”. But it was her role in Jean-
Luc Godard’s “Breathless” in 1960 that
turned her in a French New Wave star.

The film titled “Seberg” starts with her
meeting Jamal, played by Anthony Mackie,
on a plane. FBI agents, played by Jack
O’Connell and Vince Vaughn, tap her home
as they seek to expose the affair and dis-
credit the actress. The film, which pre-
mieres at the Venice Film Festival on Friday
in an out-of-competition screening, follows
Seberg’s realization that she is being
watched and the impact it has on her men-
tal health and personal life. “This person’s
story is so tragic for all the right reasons
and we should definitely know her for more
than the short haircut and the movies,”

Stewart told a news conference. Director
Benedict Andrews said viewers get to
know Seberg “through the gaze of the FBI”
in the movie.

“To see that private life then used by the
FBI to destroy her for political purposes I
found was a very particular and a very spe-
cial story, but also one that was startlingly
relevant in 2019,” he said. Seberg died on
Aug. 30, 1979, aged 40. Asked about actors
being political today, Stewart she had no
qualms in voicing her opinions. “There’s this
really sort of polarized climate that we’re
living in right now, it’s not hard for me to
wear my politics,” she said. “It shows up in
the work that I do and the people I associ-
ate myself with and the conversations that I
have with individual journalists, day in and
day out. I like that interaction. I’m so lucky
to have it.” Stewart, who found global fame
as a teenager when she starred in the
“Twilight” movies and will soon be seen in
the “Charlie’s Angels” reboot, also said she
now felt more comfortable living in the
public eye. “There’s a difference, and for a
minute a couple years ago I definitely felt
like ‘ugh, I have to like protect myself’, and
I’m so completely unguarded now,” she
said. “It’s a beautiful feeling.”— AFP

More than a haircut: Kristen Stewart aims to
shine spotlight on Jean Seberg

(From left) British actor Jack O’Connell, US actress Kristen Stewart, Australian director Benedict Andrews, German US
actress Zazie Beetz, US actress Margaret Qualley and US actor Anthony Mackie arrive for the screening of the film ‘Seberg’.

(From left) German US actress Zazie Beetz, US actor
Joaquin Phoenix and US director Todd Phillips arrive for
the screening of the film “Joker”.

US actor Joaquin Phoenix signs autographs for fans as
he arrives for the screening of the film “Joker”.

Australian US actress Cate Blanchett arrives for the
screening of the film “Joker” .

Scarlett Johansson and Adam Driver play a couple in crisis in
“Marriage Story”, an emotional tale of a relationship falling apart
and a project the Hollywood actress said she felt was “fated” as it
came about as she went through her own divorce. The “Avengers”

regular and “Star Wars” actor portray actress Nicole and theatre director
Charlie, who go their separate ways when the former, feeling unfilled, returns
to her native Los Angeles with their son to shoot a television series pilot.

While Charlie at first believes Nicole and Henry, 8, will eventually return
to New York, he soon realizes this will not happen. The couple want an ami-
cable split but it spirals into something nastier when pushy divorce lawyers
are called in. The Netflix film, directed and written by Noah Baumbach, has
been billed one of the must-sees at the Venice Film Festival, where the
streaming giant won the top Golden Lion Prize last year for Alfonso
Cuaron’s “Roma”. Baumbach, whose last work “The Meyerowitz Stories
(New and Selected)” was also a Netflix film, has spoken of how he drew
from his own personal experience of divorce and that of friends when writ-
ing the movie.

“Something that I discovered in writing (the film is that) ... when some-
thing stops working that you actually acknowledge it or recognise it for the
first time,” Baumbach told a news conference. “It’s like if you’re going
through a door and it’s locked you suddenly look at the door and you look at
how it works, so I thought well through a divorce we could explore a mar-
riage.” Johansson told reporters she was going through a divorce herself
when she first met Baumbach to talk about the film. The 34-year-old was
previously married to actor Ryan Reynolds and journalist turned art curator
Romain Dauriac. “I hadn’t seen (Baumbach) in a long time...so I think I just
kind of probably blew into the room and you know just ordered a glass of
white wine and started complaining,” she said. — Reuters

Johansson tackles painful divorce
tale in ‘fated’ drama ‘Marriage Story’

(From left) US actress Scarlett Johansson, US director Noah Baumbach, US actress Laura Dern and US actor Adam
Driver arrive for the screening of the film ‘Marriage Story’.

US actress Kristen Stewart
arrives for the screening of
the film ‘Seberg’.

US actress Scarlett Johansson
arrives for the screening of the
film “Marriage Story”.


